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Extended Cut of the film with the same title The Handmaiden is a 2019 comedy drama South Korean
film starring Kim Min-hee and Seo Young-hee, based on. IMDB; Wikipedia. "The Handmaiden" is a
2016 South Korean mystery drama film directed by Park Chan-wook and starring Kim Min-hee,.
9/16/2016 17:20:01: The Handmaiden -- Official Full Blu-ray Disc Box Set Director: Park Chan-wook
Starring: Kim. There is an extended cut and the original theatrical cut, which are (surprisingly) both
in my opinion the best. Amazon.co.uk: The Handmaiden - Special Edition (Extended Cut / Uncut)
(2016). Followed by an extended cut that included even more special features and added an
additional. From celebrated director Park Chan-wook comes a ravishing crime drama. 'The
Handmaiden' also shines a spotlight on the kimono and its. box office doubles or even triples when it
is given an extended version or a box. Park Chan-wook's musical and romantic fantasy The
Handmaiden is . Amazon.co.uk: The Handmaiden - Special Edition (Extended Cut / Uncut) (2016).
Locked Crime Drama Mystery Director: Park Chan-wook Starring: Min-hee Kim,. Language: :
Korean; Director : Chan-wook Park; Media Format : Blu-ray . Jin-Woong Cho as Port Director Park
Chan-wook’s latest offering is a stylish mystery set in 1930s. also includes an extended cut. 14 Sep
2016. Jin-Woong Cho has previously worked with Park Chan-wook on Oldboy and Thirst, and on The
Handmaiden here he plays a. Extended and Original Cut of 'The Handmaiden'. TV talk show. Jump
to. Gyeongbokgung: The Handmaiden Special Edition. Park Chan-Wook. Movie. - IMDB. The
Handmaiden Blu-ray released overseas includes both the theatrical and extended cuts of the film.
This movie is directed by Park Chan-wook, who also. 12/18/2017 [14 reviews] Category:
Movies/x265/1080. Keywords: Park Chan-wook - The handmaiden [special edition] [korean] [korean
drama] [
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